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Transcending boundaries: Riga’s Baltic German
entrepreneurs in an era of nationalism, revolution,
and war
Katja Wezel

Department of History, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, USA

ABSTRACT
Investigating the politics of merchants and entrepreneurs, this paper discusses how
Riga’s economic elite reacted to the challenges of nationalism, revolution, and war
and (re)defined themselves during and after World War One. Riga’s entrepreneurs
had traditionally sought protection of their businesses by maintaining close relations
with the Russian tsar. War and the Russian Revolution forced them to look for
protection elsewhere. This paper argues that orientation toward the German
Empire in 1917/18 was not so much the outcome of desired national belonging
but of economic pragmatism. Spatial identity and the perception of belonging to the
Baltics proved stronger than national affiliation to Germany.

KEYWORDS Baltic Germans; national indifference; spatial identity; Börsen-Comité; Riga stock-exchange;
entrepreneurship; economy

Introduction

Visitors to Latvia’s capital Riga will easily notice the variety of monuments in the city
center, dedicated to people who have rendered outstanding services to the Latvian
nation or the city of Riga. One of these monuments is the memorial of George
Armitstead and his wife Cecile. Armitstead was mayor of Riga from 1901 to 1912,
during the city’s golden decade, when Riga was one of the three major port cities in
the Russian Empire. The Armitstead memorial is located near the University of Latvia,
whose main building once housed the Riga Politechnical Institute, founded in 1862 as
the first multibranch technical university in the Russian Empire with German as its
instructional language. George Armitstead, trained as an engineer, was among its first
graduates. He was also a cofounder of the Fraternitas Baltica, a fraternity that took
pride in having members from all nationalities living in the Baltic provinces at the time
(Festschrift Fraternitas Baltica 1965, 11). George Armitstead’s grandfather John, an
English merchant, settled in Riga in the early nineteenth century, which is why
Latvian tour guides like to portray Armitstead as Riga’s ‘English mayor’ even today.
Queen Elizabeth II unveiled Armitstead’s monument when visiting Riga in 2006.
However, was Armitstead ‘English?’
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Baltic German sources indicate that they regarded Armitstead as one of their own
(Lenz 1958, 117). Latvian scholarship has also stressed Armitstead’s proximity to the
Baltic Germans due to his political orientations (Ozoliņa 1976, 81). George Armitstead
was a member of the Euphony Society, an association that was refurbished in 1904
with the aim of promoting Baltic German interests and preserving German culture and
heritage in the Baltic provinces in the wake of ongoing Russification campaigns
(Henriksson 2009, 21). The Armitstead family managed Armitstead, Mitchell and
Company, one of the two steam-powered sawmills that operated in Riga and pro-
cessed timber for the export market. Business interests made a Russian passport a
necessity, which is why most Armitsteads took on Russian nationality. More impor-
tantly, the family quickly integrated through intermarriage into the city’s Baltic
German circles (LVVA 4011-1-100). It was common at the time that nonethnic
German merchants and entrepreneurs became accepted members of the German-
speaking elite. According to Armitstead’s granddaughter Maud Radcliffe, who was
born in Riga in 1902, the Armitstead children grew up speaking German and were only
taught English later by their governess (Radcliffe 1996, 10). Throughout his life George
Armitstead spoke English with a German accent. He died in his hometown Riga in
1912.

Research on nationalism has portrayed the nineteenth century as the golden age of
nation-building and nationalist activism in Central and Eastern Europe (Anderson
2006; Hobsbawm 1992; Judson 2006; King 2001). However, this paper will show that
Riga’s merchants and entrepreneurs in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century
often had somewhat ambivalent feelings of national belonging. Merchants and entre-
preneurs naturally have various international contacts and operate in a transnational
business environment. Their political orientations and decision-making processes are
often more influenced by pragmatic business interests than by questions of ethnicity
or nationality.

By analyzing documents of the Riga Börsen-Comité (Latv. Biržas komiteja, Engl.
Stock-exchange Committee), a powerful organization of merchants and entrepreneurs
that operated between 1816 and 1940, I will assess questions of loyalty, national
belonging, and spatial identity. The Börsen-Comité has thus far received very little
attention from scholars. Though it has been mentioned in the recent scholarship on
Baltic Germans (Henriksson 1983, 2009), and the city of Riga (Hatlie 2014,
Hirschhausen 2006), there exists no monograph primarily dealing with Riga’s eco-
nomic history or the Börsen-Comité. Latvian scholarship on Riga’s city administration
(Ozoliņa 1976) or Latvia’s economic history (Aizsilnieks 1968) has also not focused on
this extraordinary business organization. This article will thus draw heavily on the
abundance of primary sources that the Börsen-Comité left behind.

The Riga Börsen-Comité (commerce committee)

The Riga Börsen-Comité was the executive arm of Riga’s stock-exchange, an institution
for Riga merchants and entrepreneurs overseeing the city’s commerce and economic
development. In their self-description, the Börsen-Comité compared itself with German
Chambers of Commerce (LVVA 3143-1-1075, 132). It was however far more influential
than Chambers of Commerce usually are. The Börsen-Comité basically conducted
Riga’s trade, including the operation of its port and its infrastructure, and had a
significant role in the economic boost of the city during its golden decade. It had
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an economic, a municipal, and a cultural function. Riga’s architecture still tells the tale
of this successful era right before World War One. Neither the direct English translation
‘Stock-exchange Committee’ nor the term ‘Chamber of Commerce’ gives justice to its
importance – a more precise title would be “Committee for Commerce and Economic
Development,’ which is why I will be using the short-term ‘Commerce Committee’
throughout this article.

The Commerce Committee was founded in 1816 with the aim to enhance trade and
navigation (LVVA 3143-1-11a, 212–221). Many of the city’s most well-known, distin-
guished, and powerful families appear on the membership lists. George Armitstead
was also a member of the Commerce Committee before he became the mayor of Riga.
The Committee always had 15 members, voted into office by the general assembly of
Riga’s mercantile community (Lenz 1954, 7). Membership was as much an honor as an
obligation. Only severe health problems gave reason to refuse serving the Committee.
According to paragraph 15 of the Riga stock-exchange statute, at least one member of
the Committee had to be foreign, thus indicating the openness of the institution.

Due to its wide-ranging activities, the Commerce Committee was very engaged in
city matters and was a powerful actor in Riga’s politics. Beginning in 1842, the
Committee had a yearly budget consisting of a quarter of the toll paid by incoming
and outgoing ships into the port of Riga (Stein 1873, 8). The Committee was not only
in charge of the stock exchange and the Riga Bank of Commerce, it also funded the
expansion of the Riga harbor, built the first telegraph station in the Russian Empire,
founded a sailor’s hospital and a commercial school, and co-financed the
Polytechnikum (Polytechnical Institute), Riga’s first university (Hernmarck 1899, 1–12).
The graduates of the Polytechnical Institute’s six faculties – Engineering, Chemistry
and Agriculture, Mechanics, Commerce, and Architecture – became the backbone of
Riga’s industrial boom and entrepreneurship. In 1910, at the peak of Riga’s industrial
development, the city’s companies employed 192 graduates of the Polytechnical
Institute in leading positions (Lenz 1954, 64). In 1912, the Commerce Committee
even financed the purchase of an icebreaker to be able to keep Riga’s port open at
all times. Finally, the Committee was also in charge of organizing the construction of
the first railroad line to Riga, the Dünaburg–Riga-Railroad.

The railroad became Riga’s lifeline and served to boost its development in the
spheres of commerce and industry. In 1853, Baltic German merchants founded the
Riga–Dünaburg-Railroad Cooperation headed by the then-acting president of the
Commerce Committee, Gustav Hernmarck, who was born in Sweden. German mer-
chants collected one-fifth of the necessary capital, and Hernmarck attracted British
investors to finance the remaining costs (Henriksson 1983, 70). After its completion in
1861, the railroad linked Riga with St. Petersburg and Warsaw, and was later enlarged
to include the Black soil region of southern Russia, thus providing easy access for
importing Russian grain. It was with the help of this railroad and its subsequent
extensions that Riga developed into an industrial metropolis. In less than 50 years,
Riga’s population quintupled, from 102,590 inhabitants in 1867 to a population of half
a million in 1913.

Between 1901 and 1905, Riga became the port with the largest sales volume in the
Russian Empire, even overtaking the large ports of St. Petersburg and Odessa. The
primary export goods were timber and agrarian products from Russia’s black soil
region. More importantly, Riga also became a center for industry, processing imports
such as tobacco, rubber, and iron – the latter increasingly from the growing Russian
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and Polish iron industry – and producing high-quality metal products and machinery.
On average, 15.2% of Russian trade from 1901 to 1905 was conducted using the Riga
port (Schrenck 1909, 135). This attracted large numbers of Latvian peasants who came
to Riga looking for work, as well as entrepreneurs of various nationalities. As Russia’s
main western trading port connected by railroad to the vast Russian Empire, Riga was
an extremely interesting marketplace for foreign investors. In particular, British and
German industrialists invested in Riga’s enterprises or built up branches of their
companies to get easy access to the Russian market (Henriksson 1983, 76).

Riga’s Baltic Germans, especially the upper layers of Riga’s society that included
merchants and entrepreneurs, profited enormously from this industrialization, which
was fostered by the Russian government. The Commerce Committee had its own
office in St. Petersburg where a full-time employed lawyer represented the interests of
Riga’s merchants and entrepreneurs, attending meetings and conferences, and keep-
ing the Committee informed about important changes in the tsarist administration,
with several letters or telegrams a day if necessary.

The Commerce Committee engaged effectively in lobbying campaigns in the high-
est political circles of the Russian Empire. It is therefore not surprising that they were
loyal to the Russian tsar. As one form of demonstration of this loyalty, Riga’s
Commerce Committee established an endowment in 1896 in the name of Tsar
Nicolas II and his wife Tsarina Alexandra, honoring their coronation. In the name of
the tsarist couple, they used this money to help merchants, their widows, and their
families in need (LVVA 3143-1-1075, 37–39). This is just one example for how Riga’s
entrepreneurs expressed their loyalty for their tsarist guardian. The endowment’s
primary use was to support people at the local level in Riga. Former employees and
their relatives, as well as family members related to merchants and entrepreneurs who
had been members of the Börsenverein (stock-exchange association), were eligible for
assistance. The nationality of the member was of no relevance for the committee that
decided about applications for assistance. Instead, the committee weighed how much
a person had served the association and the city of Riga. This shows how much
political loyalty – officially directed to the tsarist couple – was in fact linked to a
deeper rooted spatial identity and a feeling of belonging to the city of Riga.

Questions of loyalty, spatial identity, and national belonging

This article argues that the majority of Baltic German entrepreneurs put their spatial
identity as Balten (Balts) first, while their cultural identity connected to their German
heritage came only second. It is this spatial belonging to the Baltics, and the aim to
preserve Riga’s status as a successful port, which is echoed in the documents of the
Riga Börsen-Comité. At the same time, Riga’s entrepreneurs were not immune to the
political turbulences of the early twentieth century. The rise of the nation-state as a
political concept in the nineteenth century, as well as the popular nationalist activism
of Latvians and Estonians demonstrated in the 1905 Revolution, called Baltic German
perceptions of national belonging into question. Their loyalty to the tsar and their
‘Germanness’ – in whatever form it expressed itself – became debatable issues during
the First World War. It is thus important to briefly focus on this Baltic German self-
understanding and group consciousness.

In late nineteenth and early twentieth-century Riga, a merchant or entrepreneur
would need to have been bilingual to be successful, fluent in both German and
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Russian, and preferably also in English, since Britain was Riga’s main trading partner at
the time. The languages taught at the Riga School of Commerce, a secondary school
under supervision of the Commerce Committee, were Russian, German, and English.
French was abolished in 1911 due to the fact that it was considered less useful for
prospective merchants and entrepreneurs in the Baltic region (Kommerzschule 1910,
8–10). In Riga’s Baltic German elite circles, native nurses and nannies were common,
which is why children of the high society often grew up bilingual, speaking German
with their parents while learning Latvian, and sometimes Russian, as a first tongue
from their nanny.

Baltic Germans, who adopted the determiner Balten as a form of self-identification
in the mid 1800s, saw the Baltic provinces Estonia, Livonia, and Courland as their
homeland, and the three provinces united by German culture and traditions. At times,
the Baltic German perception of ‘being Baltic’ even excluded Reichsdeutsche, imperial
Germans living temporarily in the Baltic region, because they were regarded as ‘out-
siders’ that did not share specific Baltic traditions. The distinction between Germans
and Baltic Germans is an important one, especially on the eve of World War One, since
Baltic Germans held the passport of the Russian Empire. They were Russian subjects,
who at the same time treasured German cultural traditions and language. The fact that
their share of population had dramatically shrunk in all Baltic cities, due to urbaniza-
tion and industrialization in the late nineteenth century, contributed to the perception
that they needed to assert and protect their ‘Germanness.’ In the course of Riga’s rise
as a metropolis, Germans became a minority in the city. Their share of the population
sank from 43% in 1867 to 22% in 1897, and 13% in 1913 (Spekke [1949] 2006, 289).

Social boundaries in the Baltic region had long been dominated by the estate-
orientated standing of an individual in society. Estonian and Latvian national activists
fighting for social, cultural, and linguistic emancipation in the late nineteenth and
early twentieth century, however, increasingly interpreted the socioeconomic divide
as a national and ethnic one. The fact that German-speakers dominated the socio-
economic sphere led to the adoption of an ethnic friend–foe dichotomy by national
activists. There are obvious parallels between Latvian national activists and national
movements in other regions of East Central Europe where activists fought for eradi-
cating national indifference (Zahra 2010). Particularly disturbing for Latvian national
activists were those Latvians who were willing to assimilate to the German culture in
order to climb up the social ladder.

Applying Tara Zahra’s concept of ‘national indifference’ to Baltic Germans is a
different matter. As an elitist minority, Baltic Germans were not nationally indifferent
in the sense that they were prone to giving up their German language and culture –
this was more likely to happen to individual Reichsdeutsche, who moved to the Russian
Empire and became integrated into and assimilated by the Russian society
(Hoyningen-Huene 1972). Baltic Germans lived in a well-established German cultural
sphere, which – in comparison to native Estonian and Latvian cultures – they regarded
as higher form of civilization. In fact, even in the late nineteenth century some Baltic
Germans still expressed the belief that Latvians or Estonians, once they acquired
culture, education, and a higher social position, would automatically become
German (Henriksson 2009, 19). Arguing against a split of the Baltic provinces in the
midst of the negotiations for the Brest–Litovsk peace treaty in 1918, and in favor of an
incorporation of all territory inhabited by Latvians into the German Empire, the
Commerce Committee claimed that the integration of the Latvian people would be
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‘easy to handle since the complete intellectual and economic development of the
Latvian tribe rests on entirely German fundament’ (LVVA 3143-1-1605, 35).

Baltic German understanding of society’s boundaries was largely shaped by what
Tara Zahra has described as a ‘premodern relic of national indifference’ (Zahra 2010,
98), a strong dynastic and ständisch (estate-oriented) distinction of society-relations
between peasants and their ‘lord’ or ‘master’ (Hobsbawm 1992, 49). Estate-related
markers influenced Baltic society well into the early twentieth century while at the
same time keeping ethnic and linguistic boundaries rather open and fluid.
Intermarriage with and assimilation of members of other ethnic groups was frequent
– as the example of entrepreneurs such as George Armitstead, and numerous Latvians
who ‘became German’ demonstrate.

Baltic Germans were a rather ‘reluctant’ actor in the national conflict that erupted at
the turn of the twentieth century and demonstrated its magnitude in the Revolution
of 1905. As Anders Henriksson has argued, ‘Baltic German society was a poor soil for
the development of national consciousness’ (2009, 16). We have to be aware that it is
somewhat difficult to apply our contemporary understanding of ‘nation,’ which is very
much shaped by political connotations, to the public discourse among Baltic Germans
at the turn of the twentieth century. Political nationalism arrived very late in the Baltic
region, and ethnic boundaries did not become the basis for wide-spread political
activity prior to 1905. Even after the Revolution of 1905, when Baltic Germans felt
threatened by the nationalist activism of their Estonian and Latvian neighbors, they
concentrated their national activities in the cultural sphere of German associations
(Hackmann 2012). These activities aimed to preserve the German Volkstum (people’s
character) and German traditions in the Baltic region. Baltic Germans’ sense of belong-
ing was tied far more to the German Volk (people), and much less to the German
nation that emerged as a political entity in 1871.

The distinction between the cultural-oriented “people” (Germ. Volk, Latv. tauta) and
the political-oriented ‘nation’ (Germ. Nation, Latv. nacija) is crucial for the multicultural
sphere of Riga.1 This distinction enabled Baltic Germans to feel strongly attached to
the German language and culture, while at the same time stressing their loyalty to tsar
(Henriksson 1983). The idea of nationality as a cultural affiliation fits the regional Baltic
circumstances best, as is attested by the editors of the Baltic census of 1881, who
argued that nationality refers to the ‘sphere of education and culture’ that one feels
connected to (von Jung-Stilling and Anders 1883). In this understanding of ‘nation-
ality,’ Herder’s concept of Kulturnation (cultural nation) still resonated (Herder [1770]
1993). Just as the emancipation movement of the Latvian tauta (people) striving for
cultural and linguistic self-determination was initially not driven by the desire to
establish an independent Latvian nation-state, the Baltic German affiliation with
Germany was also primarily not a political affair motivated by the desire to be united
with the German mainland – this aspiration only developed as a result of the military
and political circumstances brought about by World War One.

Latvian national activists, who increasingly interpreted the socioeconomic conflict
as a national one, first embraced political nationalism. Baltic Germans were essentially
on the receiving end of this political nationalist activism. The embrace of the term
Balten (Balts) as self-designation can be interpreted as a way to diffuse ethnic identity,
and thus a response shaped – to some degree – by national ambiguity. Anders
Henriksson has argued that nineteenth-century Baltic Germans understood that any
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political action based on ethnicity was poison for an elite that made up a small
minority within a multiethnic society (2009, 16).

For transnational thinking Baltic entrepreneurs, ethnic nationalism held no promise.
Representing the Riga Börsenverein (stock-exchange association), an institution with a
multiethnic membership, the Commerce Committee had no interest in establishing
ethnic boundaries. Hence their documents indicate most of all the backing of a
regional Baltic and spatial identity that suited its multiethnic membership. On the
eve of World War One, the Riga Börsenverein had 163 members, representing 131
companies, whose owners were Baltic German (111), Russian (5), Jewish (5), Latvian (4),
English (3), Danish (2), and Swedish (1) (LVVA 3143-1-11a, 476). The most pressing
concern for Riga’s merchants and entrepreneurs was the preservation of a stable
political structure, a necessity for successful business and trade.

The 1905 Revolution

The news of the Bloody Sunday in St. Petersburg on 9 January 1905 resulted in a series
of protests, strikes, and revolts that in the Baltic provinces lasted well into 1906. Riga
had seen labor unrests before, but the outbreak of a general strike that continued for
almost 2 weeks and paralyzed the port for most of January came as a shock for Riga’s
entrepreneurs. For them the strikes were acts of criminals. The liberal German daily
Rigasche Rundschau portrayed the workers as disturbed and deceived by ‘foreign
agitators’ (22 January 1905). As the association of Riga’s entrepreneurs, the
Commerce Committee drafted a letter, in which they called upon the workers not to
trust those who demanded further strikes:

Malicious people have asked you in proclamations and by persuasion to commit unlawful and
violent acts. Empty-headed you followed their call and thus have created a situation, which will
lead to much pain, especially for you. [. . .] The dark leaders of the movement ask you to make
demands to your employers, which they know are unrealistic. In reality those men do not want
to create a situation, in which workers are content. In contrast, the workers are supposed to
stay discontent, so that the ambitious men, who are striving to power with all means, can use
the workforce at any time for their dark purposes. (LVVA 3143-1-1461, 135–136)

Commerce Committee leaflets urged Riga’s workers to return to work and advocated
for law and order, so that workers’ families would not stay hungry and Riga’s eco-
nomic future would not be jeopardized. Riga’s economy was dependent on coal
imports from England. Due to the striking of dockworkers, ships stayed unloaded,
and some English companies canceled their shipments entirely. One of the leaflets,
which had Russian, German, and Latvian sections, addressed Riga’s ‘workers who are
willing to work.’ It urged them to end the strike arguing that due to delay or canceling
of coal shipments, Riga’s factories and railroads were in danger of having no fuel,
which would eventually lead to misery and hunger for all of Riga’s inhabitants (LVVA
3143-1-1461, 298). The inhabitants of Riga were asked to stand together and exhibit a
sense of local solidarity – the same local sense of belonging that entrepreneurs were
proud of themselves.

The Commerce Committee saw it as its duty to try to unite all employers in an
attempt to react unanimously to the workers’ demands and to prevent an inflation of
labor and production costs, which in their view threatened Riga’s role as leading
trading port. To prevent the spread of rumors, they set up a special office, collecting
all information about strikes and providing information for national and international
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newswires, as well as local and foreign entrepreneurs. The Committee also provided
information about shipment delays and backed up companies that had to renegotiate
trading terms because of the strikes.

There seems to have been little understanding among Riga’s entrepreneurs as to
why their workers were striking. Judging by the sources of the Börsen-Comité, Riga’s
merchants and entrepreneurs interpreted this dispute as a social conflict that was
‘implanted’ in the Baltic region from outside. This resonates with the memoirs of Baltic
Germans who also blamed foreign socialist agitators for misleading local workers
(Henriksson 2009, 35). What is not mentioned in these sources, however, is that in
1905, Riga’s workers were not protected by a universal social security system. Only
some employers provided social benefits. Due to severe housing shortages, workers
often lived in appalling living conditions (Lenz 1954, 53–58). The list of workers’
complaints shows that the dockworkers at Riga’s port even lacked a building where
they could eat their lunch on rainy days. This was one of the complaints that the
Commerce Committee took seriously, and arranged for the construction of a hut for
the workers. On the whole, however, the Committee dismissed the workers’ main
demands – abolition of the piece rate pay system, an 8-h work day, and higher wages
(Rigasche Rundschau, 23 January 1905) – as unreasonable and economically unrealistic.

Based on the fact that the overall standard of living for workers in the Baltic
provinces was higher than in other parts of the Russian Empire, Riga’s entrepreneurs
felt that the workers’ demands in general were not justified. A sense of common
welfare had long existed in the Baltic region (Hirschhausen 2006, 184). Baltic Germans
felt justified to praise their achievements and argued that they had already done their
share to provide for the well-being and the prosperity of the community (Rigasche
Rundschau, 28 January 1905 and 27 April 1905). In reality, working conditions in Riga’s
factories and companies differed considerably. It was true that some of the larger
Baltic companies provided a minimum of social security such as healthcare, childcare
services, and pension funds – but such provisions were left to the decision of the
individual entrepreneur. Moreover, it was a patriarchal welfare system, in which the
(mostly Baltic German) entrepreneur ‘generously’ provided welfare funds, whereas
(mostly Latvian) workers had no voice or rights. As a result, many Latvians interpreted
the socioeconomic cleavage as a national one, which is why 1905 evolved into a
revolution where Latvian workers and peasants stood up against their ‘German
oppressors’ (Benz 1989).

As a reaction to the revolutionary assaults, Baltic Germans in Riga and elsewhere in
the Baltic region organized self-defense units, thus relying on helping each other and
creating a sense of unity among the Germans (Bulmerincq 1952, 20). To restore law
and order, Riga’s Commerce Committee paid half of the costs for the stationing of
imperial Cossack cavalry troops for several months – the staggering number of 44,226
rubles in total – partly assisted by the association of Riga’s factory owners, which
contributed one-fourth (LVVA 3143-1-1462, 8). If the money invested in the Cossack
cavalry had been used to improve the working conditions in Riga’s factories, it might
have contributed to combating social discrepancies that were at the roots of the
strikes. However, Riga’s entrepreneurs felt attacked and preferred paying for the
imperial cavalry rather than making concessions to their workers. Annual rent (April
1905 to April 1906) for the cavalry’s stables alone cost 4200 rubles, eight times as
much as the annual salary of 500 rubles that a foreman working at Riga’s dockyard
made (LVVA 3143-1-1461, 185–186, 336).
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The Revolution of 1905 caused many Germans to rethink their relationship to other
nationalities living in their Baltic homeland. When Tsar Nicolas proclaimed the October
Manifesto, which after years of Russification once again allowed the formation of
cultural institutions and education in minority languages, Germans from all layers of
society started to organize themselves in specifically German associations in each of
the three Baltic provinces. These organizations aimed at including both Baltic Germans
and imperial Germans from all layers of society as a means of preserving the tradi-
tional German way of life in the Baltic region, which they saw threatened by the
revolutionary developments (Hackmann 2012, 392–97). Jörg Hackmann noted that
each of the main German associations founded in all three Baltic provinces in 1905
was headed by a member of the Ritterschaften (nobility). Their activities were sus-
tained by dynastic, premodern beliefs, conservative in outlook and concentrated in
the cultural sphere.

On the other hand of the spectrum were the Baltic Liberals who aimed at fusing
ethnic identities by creating a common space, in which the different national groups
could work together for the collective aim of prosperity. After Tsar Nicolas declared
the October Manifesto and announced the introduction of a parliamentary monarchy,
liberal entrepreneurs, intellectuals, and politicians founded the Baltic Constitutional
Party to compete in the first Duma elections. They declared ‘national tolerance’ as
their main principle (Hirschhausen 2006, 196–98). According to liberals such as the
journalist Paul Schiemann, the affiliation with a specific culture and nationality was a
free choice (Hiden 2004, 16). The Baltic Constitutional Party program promoted the
idea of the Russian Empire as a federal state with autonomy for its regions and cultural
self-determination for its minority groups. They aimed to be a liberal party for all three
Baltic provinces. Newspaper reports, such as the liberal Rigasche Rundschau praised
the unanimous, all-Baltic approach claiming, ‘the lack of a such program, which
expresses what all inhabitants of the Baltic lands want, has long been noticeable’ (7
November 1905). Once again a local sense of belonging, connected to the ‘Baltic
homeland,’ is obvious from these reports.

The impact of World War One

It was the First World War that put the traditional Baltic German loyalty to the tsarist
government to test. Just as during the Russification campaigns of Tsar Alexander III,
Russian authorities once again closed German schools, and liquidated German socie-
ties and associations. This time, however, the Russian authorities banned the German
language completely from public use – during World War One, one could be denun-
ciated and subsequently deported for speaking German on the streets of Riga (Hatlie
2014, 168–69). Russian newspapers were full of anti-German propaganda, seeing the
enemy in every German. This radical anti-German sentiment turned not only against
imperial Germans but against all German speakers living within the borders of the
Russian Empire, including Baltic Germans who had a Russian passport (Garleff
1994, 454).

In this atmosphere of hatred, the Russian newspaper Novoe Vremja printed an
article on 25 September 1914 accusing the Commerce Committee of working against
the interests of the Russian state. The fact that such a powerful institution represented
predominantly Baltic German merchants and entrepreneurs made them suspicious.
The Commerce Committee replied to the accusations with a letter to the Ministry of
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Trade and Manufacturing highlighting that it had been serving the Russian state and
its industry for nearly 100 years and would continue to do so:

In the course of a century, it [the Commerce Committee] has been working diligently and
within the means of its power and understanding for the native commerce and industry. It does
not lay claims on receiving credit for its merits in the Russian press. However, it is entitled to
find honor and protection of its good name. (LVVA 3143-1-11a, 479)

The letter also points out that since the beginning of World War One, there were no
more German citizens among its members. The Commerce Committee made a clear
distinction between imperial Germans and Baltic Germans who were Russian subjects.
Furthermore, the letter explicitly specifies all of the various working groups and
commissions with members of foreign descent and lists their nationality as Swedish,
Dutch, English, and Danish. The letter clearly demonstrates the frustration about the
war situation, which according to the Committee ‘affects the German population in
the same way as the country’s Russian, Latvian and Estonian population.’ From this
wording, it becomes obvious that the ‘country,’ whose well-being the Riga Commerce
Committee cares about, are the Baltic provinces. The Commerce Committee further
identifies its goal as ‘to keep up the normal way of life’ despite the difficulties of the
war and ‘continue to work diligently . . . for the benefit of the native [einheimisch]
commerce and industry.’

During World War One, Riga’s economy received its most severe blow through
the evacuation of its industries and confiscation of money reserves from its banks.
In fear of the approaching German army, the Russian war administration used the
same railroad that the Commerce Committee had sponsored to deprive the city of
its industrial capital (Figure 1). Factory owners were expropriated, especially those
factories owned by Reich Germans and Baltic Germans (Hatlie 2014, 47). With the
German army conquering parts of Courland, the tables were turned. Over the
course of the war, the tsar lost his function as guardian of the Baltic Germans.
The Russian war policy was responsible for driving Riga’s economy into an abyss.
Riga’s port stopped functioning – no ships docked in Riga from the summer 1914
through the summer of 1917. Furthermore, with German soldiers standing near to
the city’s borders, and due to the fact that Baltic German families had sons fighting
in both the Russian and the German army, the question of loyalty was a tricky one.
Nevertheless, until the tsar abdicated, the conservativeness of Baltic Germans
caused many to stay loyal to the Russian state and its leadership (Garleff
1994, 455).

The Bolshevik takeover of October 1917 completely changed the political para-
meters, with lasting effects for Riga’s entrepreneurs and Baltic Germans in general. The
takeover released Baltic Germans of their oath of loyalty to the tsar, and subsequently
their attachment to the Russian state (Hatlie 2014, 183). The formerly well-functioning
communication lines to St. Petersburg’s – or Petrograd’s – power circles were broken.
Baltic Germans in Petrograd, especially if they had been high-ranking state employees
in the tsarist government, were prosecuted and had to fear for their lives (Hoyningen-
Huene 1972). It was in this situation that the German government, whose army had
already occupied large parts of the Baltic provinces and had stood at the gates of Riga
since 1915, appeared as a savoir for all Baltic Germans. Letters and telegrams to the
German government now highlighted the ‘Germanness’ of the Baltic Region, reaching
as far back as to the twelfth century to prove their point (LVVA 3143-1-1605). The
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conservative German historian of Baltic descent, Theodor Schiemann had already
published a volume titled Russia’s German Baltic Sea Provinces in 1915. An updated
version came out in May 1918, stressing in its preface that this ‘first German colony’
had now finally been freed by ‘the German sword,’ which once again brought ‘free-
dom and law’ to the region (Schiemann 1918). The essence of all these publications
and letters was that the Baltic Germans and the Baltic territory were returning ‘home’
to its German motherland, after its Russian fatherland had deceived it (LVVA 3143-1-
1605).

In the light of the political and military developments, Riga’s Commerce Committee
appealed to the German Kaiser to save the unity of the Baltic provinces and to
incorporate them into the German Empire (LVVA 3143-1-1605, 35–36). After the
Treaty of Brest–Litovsk had been signed, the Commerce Committee addressed the
German Kaiser and the army command pledging their ‘inextinguishable, ardent gra-
titude’ as well as ‘steadfast loyalty and humility,’ and urging his ‘majesty’s clemency’
for the Baltic lands (3143-1-1605, 122). The language echoes the same pledges of
loyalty given by Riga’s merchants and entrepreneurs to the Russian Tsar before World
War One. However, the tsar was gone. Business interests directed the need for a stable
political environment, and thus the Commerce Committee re-focused all its former
lobbying experience from Petrograd to Berlin. During the peace talks of Brest–Litovsk,
they were lobbying for an inclusion of a paragraph to ensure the re-payment of all
evacuated resources by Russia. Yet, Riga’s entrepreneurs did not simply hope to
become another German port city. Being fully aware of the fact that Riga’s prosperity
and further development as industrial metropolis was linked to trade with the Russian

Figure 1. Evacuation of the shipyard and ship-construction facilities at the port of Riga (Mühlgraben/Milgravis)
in 1915 (LVKFFDA 16–66).
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hinterland, the Commerce Committee argued in favor of creating a special economic
zone (Freihafen), in which the trade with Russia would be eased by imposing only
minor tolls and establishing a favorable economic cooperation with any new Russian
government, even a Bolshevik one (LVVA 3143-1-1605, 57).

It is obvious from these documents that the members of the Commerce Committee
felt above all responsible for the well-being of the city of Riga, and for all its merchants
and entrepreneurs, not only for those of German origin. Particularly revealing in this
regard is one excerpt from the correspondence with the Verein der Auslandsdeutschen
(Union of Foreign Germans). Approaching the Commerce Committee on 29 November
1918, the Union of Foreign Germans offered to represent Baltic Germans just like other
Germans outside of the German territory in the upcoming peace conferences at
Versailles. Their aim was to ‘bring to attention all the damages’ which were afflicted
upon Germans and which harmed ‘not only imperial Germans’ but also other ‘people
of German descent’ (LVVA 3143-1-1613, 382). The Union of Foreign Germans was
asking for specific data about the amount of damages the war had brought upon
Riga and its German citizens. In an outline for a reply to this inquiry, the Riga
Commerce Committee stressed that it did not collect any data about Germans only.
Instead, its surveys collected data from all “baltische Landeseinwohner” (Baltic country-
men) (3143-1-1613, 382–383).

This letter was very politely written, but also clearly expressed the Committee’s
disinterest in a tight cooperation with the Union of Foreign Germans. The tone and
language made it clear that the Commerce Committee did not see itself as an
institution for Baltic Germans only. It felt just as responsible for its English, Danish,
Swedish, Russian, and Latvian members, as well as for the prosperity of Riga and the
whole region. The unity of ‘Baltic countrymen’ mattered more to them than whatever
bond there might exist to other Germans inside and outside the German Empire. Their
loyalty can thus be described as ‘Baltic’ first and ‘German’ second.

Organizing a revival of trade and commerce in Latvia’s new capital

Latvia was founded as a nation-state on 18 November 1918. It took the Latvian army
one and a half years to successfully establish control over all the territory that Latvians
considered part of Latvia: southern Livonia, Courland, and Latgale. The Latvian army
was fighting both the Bolshevik Stučka government and the Baltische Landeswehr
(Baltic Territorial Army) organized by the Baltic German nobility. After the sudden and
hasty troop withdrawal of imperial German occupation forces in late 1918, and during
the Bolshevik rule over Riga (December 1918–May 1919), the Commerce Committee
was basically inactive and several of its members fled the city. There are no records
indicating cooperation with the Baltische Landeswehr.

Once Latvian statehood had been successfully established, Riga’s merchants and
entrepreneurs quickly reoriented themselves to this new political situation. The
Commerce Committee adapted its communication and organizational structure:
Beginning in 1920, an increasing number of their documents were written in Latvian.
Those who could not or did not want to adjust to the new situation because of old age or
language inabilities left the Commerce Committee. In 1921, the Syndicus von Reibnitz,
the deputy president of the Commerce Committee resigned, arguing that he could not
contribute his share for the well-being of the organization and the city of Riga anymore:
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Because of my lack of knowledge of the Latvian language, I cannot read newly adopted laws
and regulations, I cannot understand arriving papers, and cannot evaluate the translations of
my work. I am unable to participate in meetings of commissions [of the government] as it
would be my responsibility. In the long run, this is an unsustainable situation. However, not
only my lack of knowledge of the state language, which is becoming more important every day,
troubles me. In particular, the profound change in the public and economic affairs make my
contribution to the Commerce Committee increasingly worthless and let my work become a
heavy duty instead of the joy it used to be. (LVVA 3143-1-902, 271)

This letter by von Reibnitz, who had been a member of the Commerce Committee for
30 years, shows how the organization reformed itself: the Börsen-Comité became the
Biržas Komiteja. It was no longer an organization dominated by Baltic German entre-
preneurs, even if some Latvian nationalists still perceived it that way and criticized the
Latvian government for providing the Commerce Committee with a state sponsored
loan.

Despite early attempts of the new Latvian government to reorganize the economy
and allow for more governmental influence, the Commerce Committee’s tasks and
responsibilities were more or less confirmed by the 1923 Stock-exchange Act. One of
the issues discussed in detail was whether or not delegates of the finance ministry
should become state representatives in the reformed Biržas Komiteja, thus reducing
the Committee’s independence (LVVA 3143-1-16, 245–248). In the end, the strong and
independent position of the Commerce Committee as an organization responsible for
enhancing shipping, commerce, and trade, was confirmed with the support of Latvian
businessmen. Their condition, however, was that the reformed Biržas Komiteja had 20
members, including 12 of Latvian nationality (LVVA 3143-1-18, 143–144). Due to this
compromise, the Commerce Committee remained an influential organization, striving
for a revival of Riga’s trade, at least until the authoritarian takeover of the Latvian state
by Kārlis Ulmanis in 1934. Just as it had formerly kept good ties to the governments in
St. Petersburg or Berlin, the Commerce Committee now kept in touch with the
governmental circles of Latvia. One representative of the Biržas Komiteja participated
in the planning committees of the ministry of finance, which discussed the reorgani-
zation of finance and commerce in the new Latvian nation-state (LVVA 3143-1-
16, 170).

The documents from the early 1920s indicate that the Latvian government even-
tually recognized the usefulness of this organization that knew how to run Riga’s trade
and commerce, and still possessed crucial resources and wide-ranging international
contacts. In 1921, the Latvian government made a deal with the Commerce
Committee to recover their power shovels that had been evacuated by the Russian
government during the war and were at that point located in the bay of Haapsalu,
now Estonia (LVVA 3143-1-2351, 99). The Latvian government did not possess any
such infrastructure needed to dredge the ports on its national territory. By recovering
the old possessions for the Commerce Committee and bringing them to Latvia, the
Latvian state also helped build its own national economy (LVVA 3143-1-2351, 77). The
Commerce Committee agreed that the power shovels could also be used to remove
sand from the shipping passages in Ventspils and Liepaja. In return, the Latvian
government granted the Commerce Committee a substantial loan to repair and
modernize port and shipping facilities. Founded as Börsen-Comité by predominantly
Baltic German merchants and entrepreneurs in 1816, in the 1920s the Biržas Komiteja
became an organization, in which Baltic German and Latvian entrepreneurs shared
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their expertise with the goal of economic development and recovery after the war,
and the aim to increase the prosperity of Latvia and its capital Riga.

Conclusion

In the turmoil of World War One, the long established order in the Baltic region fell
apart. The downfall of the Russian Empire not only left Baltic Germans without their
tsarist guardian, but also freed them of their loyalty to the Russian government, which
had been strongly connected to the Russian emperor. Seeking a new guardian who
could ensure a reanimation of Riga’s economy, it was only natural for the Riga
Commerce Committee to align itself with the German emperor. I argue that pragmatic
business interests and the military situation of 1917 and 1918 dictated this reorienta-
tion rather than feelings of national (German) belonging or the aspiration to be part of
the German nation-state. In 1917, the German Emperor and King of Prussia Wilhelm II
– Prussia being the region that was both geographically and culturally closest to the
Baltics – seemed like a natural replacement for the Russian Tsar Nicholas II. Seeking
another dynastic guardianship was the goal, not necessarily seeking German national
guardianship specifically. The fact that ‘national loyalty’ was not well defined and
seemed rather interchangeable for Riga’s entrepreneurs is underlined by the fact that
once Emperor Wilhelm II had abdicated, and the Bolsheviks occupied Riga, the
Commerce Committee addressed the King of Sweden asking for his assistance and
support (LVVA 3143-1-1605, 396–399).

During World War One, Riga’s merchants and entrepreneurs held onto their very
distinct Baltic identity. In the highly nationalized atmosphere of World War One, as
well as during the immediate postwar period, which was characterized by enormous
political ruptures, this regional sense of belonging offered a feeling of Heimat (home-
land). This caused many Baltic German entrepreneurs and merchants to be reserved
regarding any forms of political nationalism. It threatened the unity of their ‘Baltic
homeland,’ the three Baltic provinces of Estonia, Livonia, and Courland, which they
would have liked to preserve not only for cultural unity but moreover for the sake of
pragmatic business interests. Once it was clear that the Baltic region would be split up
in nation states, Baltic German merchants and entrepreneurs adapted to the new
political circumstances fairly quickly. Their regional sense of belonging enabled them
to reorient themselves toward the new Latvian state and adopt the new identity of
Lettländer (people from Latvia). The Latvian constitution adopted in 1922 defined the
Latvian state not as a state for Latvians but for the “people of Latvia,” hence providing
the opportunity for all minorities to feel included in this state.

Many of Riga’s entrepreneurs had left the Baltic provinces with the outbreak of war
that threatened or destroyed their economic livelihood – the Armitstead family was
among them. Several of George Armitstead’s descendants ‘returned’ to England, the
homeland of their great-great-grandfather John Armitstead in 1915. Other entrepreneurs
were forced to evacuate their factories during the war, were deported, or fled war-time
Riga and never returned. Those Baltic Germans who opted for staying (or returning to) in
the Baltic region, despite of the enormous political and social changes brought upon the
region by the First World War, were bound to have a strong regional sense of belonging
and a spatial identity that was more resilient than any national affiliation.

It was exactly this ambiguity regarding their national belonging that enabled Baltic
German entrepreneurs to become loyal citizens of the newly created state of Latvia,
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and together with their Latvian counterparts work toward the reconstruction of a
stable economy and trading system. When the authoritarian, ethno-centric national-
ism of Kārlis Ulmanis took the stage, the Commerce Committee’s libertarian business
model proved no longer compatible to the new Latvian politics, which favored heavy
state involvement and promoted ethnic Latvian business-owners. Although it contin-
ued to exist until 1940, the ethnocentrism of the Ulmanis’ era heralded the end of the
Commerce Committee as a multiethnic organization promoting transnational trade
and entrepreneurship.

Note

1. I am indebted to Andrejs Plakans and his presentation at the German Studies Association (GSA)
annual conference in Kansas City in 2014 for this crucial differentiation.
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